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Abstract11

Frictional interfaces lose stability via earthquake-like ruptures, which are close analogues12

of shear cracks that are well-described by fracture mechanics. Interface ruptures, how-13

ever, need to be first formed - or nucleated. Rupture nucleation therefore determines the14

onset of friction, replacing the concept of a characteristic ‘static friction coefficient’. Uti-15

lizing rupture arrest at an imposed barrier, we experimentally determine nucleation lo-16

cations, times and stresses at the origin of each subsequent rupture event. This enables17

us study the nucleation process via real-time measurements of real contact area and lo-18

cal strain. Nucleation events initiate as 2D patches that expand at nearly constant ve-19

locities, vnuc, that are orders of magnitude lower than the dynamic rupture velocities de-20

scribed by conventional fracture mechanics. We find that: (1) Nucleation has location-21

dependent stress thresholds, (2) vnuc is roughly proportional to the local stress level, (3)22

the nucleation process continues until the patch size reaches Ltran ∼ LG, the Griffith23

length for the onset of dynamic fracture (4) scaling time by τ = Ltran/vnuc, nucleation24

patches exhibit self-similar dynamics (5) dynamic ruptures’ cohesive zones are not fully25

established until significantly beyond Ltran. Many details of nucleation are governed by26

the local contact area topography, which is roughly invariant under successive rupture27

events in mature interfaces. Topography-dependent details of the nucleation process in-28

clude: precise nucleation site location, patch geometry, critical stress thresholds and the29

proportionality constant of vnuc with stress. We believe that these results shed consid-30

erable light on both how frictional motion is triggered and earthquake initiation.31

Plain Language Summary32

Recent experiments have demonstrated that rapid rupture fronts, akin to earth-33

quakes, mediate the transition to frictional motion. Moreover, once these dynamic rup-34

ture fronts (“laboratory earthquakes”) are created, their singular form, dynamics and35

arrest are well-described by fracture mechanics. Ruptures, however, need to be created36

within initially rough frictional interfaces, before they are able to propagate. This is the37

reason that “static friction coefficients” are not well-defined; frictional ruptures can nu-38

cleate for a wide range of applied forces. A critical open question is, therefore, how the39

nucleation of rupture fronts actually takes place. We experimentally demonstrate that40

rupture front nucleation is prefaced by slow nucleation fronts. These nucleation fronts,41

which are self-similar, are not described by our current understanding of fracture me-42

chanics. The nucleation fronts emerge from initially rough frictional interfaces at well-43

defined stress thresholds, evolve at characteristic velocity and time scales governed by44

stress levels, and propagate within a frictional interface to form the initial rupture from45

which fracture mechanics take over. These results are of fundamental importance to ques-46

tions ranging from earthquake nucleation and prediction to processes governing mate-47

rial failure.48

Introduction49

The initiation of ‘stick-slip’ frictional motion is caused by propagating rupture fronts50

that detach the ensemble of discrete contacts that form a frictional interface. When oc-51

curring along a natural fault that is sandwiched between tectonic plates, this rupture pro-52

cess and the associated release of energy describes an earthquake (Byerlee & Brace, 1968;53

Scholz, 2019). These fronts have been recorded and experimentally studied over the past54

two decades in both brittle plastics (Rubinstein et al., 2004; Xia et al., 2004; Nielsen et55

al., 2010; Schubnel et al., 2011) and in rock (Wu & McLaskey, 2019; Xu et al., 2018; Pas-56

selègue et al., 2013). These rupture fronts behave precisely like shear cracks; the frame-57

work of fracture mechanics (LEFM or linear elastic fracture mechanics) fully describes58

rupture front characteristics, such as their propagation dynamics (Svetlizky, Kammer,59

et al., 2017; Passelègue et al., 2020; Kammer & McLaskey, 2019), arrest conditions (Bayart60
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et al., 2016, 2018), and the stress fields surrounding them (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014;61

Xu et al., 2019; Kammer & McLaskey, 2019; Mello et al., 2016).62

Experiments have, moreover, demonstrated (Ben-David, Cohen, & Fineberg, 2010;63

Svetlizky, Kammer, et al., 2017) that a frictional system at constant nominal conditions64

(e.g. normal stress) will be stable to rupture for a large range of imposed initial shear65

stresses. Were an interface wholly homogeneous, applied stresses could be large enough66

to approach the maximal shear stress of a given material before the interface would ‘frac-67

ture’. According to LEFM, in order for an interface to be unstable to fracture and prop-68

agate, it first requires an initial rupture or ‘seed’; if no initial ‘seed’ exists within an in-69

terface, then the extreme (putatively singular) stress amplification that forms at a rup-70

ture tip could not take place, and ruptures would not be excited. Furthermore, this ini-71

tial seed needs to surpass a critical length, called the Griffith length, LG. LEFM pre-72

dicts that a system under stress will, therefore, remain stable until an initial rupture of73

sufficient length is either imposed or somehow develops whose length exceeds LG. LG74

is a well-defined function of both the applied stress and system geometry; roughly speak-75

ing, the larger the imposed stress, the smaller LG. The experimental observations of fault76

stability over a very wide range of initial shear stresses simply imply that a range of ini-77

tial ‘seed ruptures’ exist; for a given ‘seed’ size, imposed stresses need to be sufficiently78

large to reduce LG to this size. Rupture nucleation, or the formation and growth of this79

initial rupture within the random rough surface that characterizes a frictional interface,80

is, therefore, the process that determines when and how rupture onset will initiate in ini-81

tially stressed plates.82

In effect, the rupture nucleation process replaces the concept of a ‘static friction’83

coefficient. This simple criterion for stick-slip initiation, the idea that a material char-84

acteristic ‘static friction coefficient’ determines whether frictional motion will occur has85

long been known (Rabinowicz, 1951) to be invalid. Experiments have shown that the same86

system can nucleate at very different initial stress levels (Ben-David, Cohen, & Fineberg,87

2010; Ben-David & Fineberg, 2011; Passelègue et al., 2020). Rupture propagation, struc-88

ture, and dynamics, which are all described by LEFM, are largely independent of any89

characteristic frictional resistance of the interface, so long as this resistance does not rapidly90

vary with slip velocity (Barras et al., 2020; Palmer C. & Rice R., 1973). We will demon-91

strate that the local conditions at the exact location and time of nucleation, and not a92

global ’friction law’, will determine the stress at which a rupture nucleates. Once nucle-93

ation takes place, the stress distribution along the interface will then govern a rupture’s94

eventual characteristics (Bayart et al., 2016, 2018; Ben-David, Cohen, & Fineberg, 2010;95

Svetlizky, Kammer, et al., 2017).96

The nucleation problem is an important and open question in both the friction and97

fracture fields, and is crucial for the understanding of earthquakes. Below LG, it is un-98

clear how a small defect will grow to reach this critical length. The nucleation stage in99

laboratory studies of friction has been described in many studies (Ohnaka & Shen, 1999;100

Latour et al., 2013; Dresen et al., 2020; Popov et al., 2010; Lapusta & Rice, 2003; Uen-101

ishi & Rice, 2003; Gori et al., 2021; Hulbert et al., 2019; Leeman et al., 2018; Marone,102

2019) to be slow and ‘aseismic’. This is in contrast to the propagation stage, in which103

ruptures rapidly accelerate to high velocities and therefore emanate ’seismic’ radiation.104

The nucleation stage is, therefore, often assumed to be qualitatively different from the105

dynamic rupture process. The empirical distinction between this slow process and slow106

rupture fronts that are described by the framework of fracture mechanics (Svetlizky, Kam-107

mer, et al., 2017; Rubinstein et al., 2007) (i.e. with crack lengths that are barely above108

the Griffith length) is rather elusive (Leeman et al., 2018). While rupture around LG is109

one possible scenario for slow ruptures, it is certainly not the only possible mechanism.110

This important issue is still entirely open.111

Several studies (Ripperger et al., 2007; Uenishi & Rice, 2003; Schär et al., 2021)112

have attributed the nucleation process to heterogeneity of the applied stress field. In this113
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view, stress heterogeneity may initiate local slip events at locations where an assumed114

peak strength value is surpassed. When a small slipping patch is artificially created be-115

yond a critical length, an instability is reached and the initial patch expands spontaneously,116

leading to a rupture process and macroscopic sliding. This can happen with a single patch117

(Uenishi & Rice, 2003), or through a coalescence of several small patches(Schär et al.,118

2021). Other studies have proposed an avalanche-like process at the microscopic asper-119

ity level (de Geus et al., 2019), or the nucleation and propagation of excited slip pulses120

(Brener et al., 2018) as possible mechanisms leading to the nucleation of rapid ruptures.121

Despite the importance of this process, only a relatively few detailed experimen-122

tal descriptions of the nucleation process exist (Ohnaka & Shen, 1999; Latour et al., 2013;123

Guérin-Marthe et al., 2019; Fukuyama et al., 2018; McLaskey, 2019; Gvirtzman & Fineberg,124

2021; Cebry & McLaskey, 2021; Gori et al., 2021). The reason for this lies in the very125

nature of the nucleation process - it is unpredictable both in space and in time, and ne-126

cessitates closely following the dynamics of slip at relatively small scales. Therefore, con-127

ducting a controlled experiment that will be able to describe the process in detail is ex-128

tremely challenging. For this reason, our knowledge of nucleation in the laboratory has129

often stemmed from examining spontaneous events that ‘happen’ to nucleate in a con-130

venient location along the interface under study. While some features of this process can131

be understood by these means, the initial conditions at the nucleation location are gen-132

erally difficult to precisely define. For example, some studies noted the significance of133

the rate of the nucleation process (Xu et al., 2018; Guérin-Marthe et al., 2019), but the134

resulting timescale could not be measured directly, since no clear starting point could135

be experimentally detected. As a result, in these studies the full ‘nucleation time’ could136

not be defined.137

Recently, we developed a novel experimental approach that utilizes a ‘remote trig-138

gering’ method, which can overcome these difficulties (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021). This139

approach enables us to conduct sequences of experiments where both the nucleation point140

is pre-determined and the local stress at the rupture nucleation point is measured. Pre-141

cise control of the nucleation location enables us to gain a detailed description of nucle-142

ation processes by imaging the nucleation process in real time with sufficient spatial and143

temporal resolution. This work demonstrated that rupture nucleation is a 2D process144

that is not described within the current framework of fracture mechanics. The 2D spa-145

tial character of the nucleation zone has also been observed in recent experiments (Fukuyama146

et al., 2018; McLaskey, 2019) in rock. This work highlighted the importance of trans-147

verse rupture dynamics within the ’width’ of the interface during the nucleation process.148

To address this issue, we utilized our optical measurement of the interface to image the149

full 2D evolution of the nucleation process. Moreover, in (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021)150

the nucleation time was shown to depend on the local stress level, up to a threshold be-151

low which nucleation does not occur.152

In this paper, we will describe the detailed characteristics of the nucleation pro-153

cess. In particular, we will show that all nucleation events share basic features, such as154

self-similar dynamics. The details of the nucleation process can significantly vary with155

the nucleation location, and we will demonstrate that this dependence is related to the156

local ‘topography’ at the nucleation site. Moreover, we will show the details of rupture157

evolution as the transition from nucleation to dynamic rupture comes about.158

Experimental Apparatus159

Sample construction: As in previous studies (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014; Ben-David,160

Cohen, & Fineberg, 2010; Bayart et al., 2016; Berman et al., 2020; Gvirtzman & Fineberg,161

2021), we use 2 PMMA blocks to construct a frictional interface (Fig. 1). The x, y, z di-162

mensions of the top (bottom) block are 200,100,5.5 (290,28,30)mm, respectively. The lon-163

gitudinal and shear wave velocities of the blocks were ultrasonically measured (Shlomai164
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup for Nucleation Experiments. (a) A frictional interface is formed

by pressing 2 PMMA blocks together with a normal force, FN . Stick-slip behavior ensues by

applying a shear load, FS . A thick blue line marks an imposed barrier of high fracture energy

at a localized position within the interface. Yellow squares denote strain gauges that are placed

slightly above (y ∼ 3.5mm) the frictional interface. The interface is illuminated by a sheet of

light that is incident at an angle well beyond that of total internal reflection at a PMMA-air

interface. Light transmitted through the upper block is then roughly proportional to the real area

of contact, A(x, z, t) at each spatial location. (b) Measurements of (the un-normalized) A(x, z, t)

of a section of the 2D interface. Colors represent the intensity of light that is transferred through

each pixel. As the light intensity corresponds to the total area of the contacts within each pixel,

these un-normalized measurements provide us with a map of the ‘topography’ of the real contact

area, A(x, z, t). (c) 3 snapshots of the normalized contact area, A(x, z, t)/A0(x, z) of the section

in (b) at different times; each snapshot is normalized by its value, A0(x, z) long before rupture

took place. The images are obtained at intervals t(i+1) − ti = 20µs. Sequential images throughout

an experiment enable tracking of the propagating rupture front. (d) 1 dimensional representation

of the interfaces are obtained by averaging over the width of the interface in the z axis. Each

2D snapshot, therefore, corresponds to a single row in the spatio-temporal picture. A rupture

front is the boundary between the broken and unbroken contacts. The temporal locations of the

snapshots in (c) are indicated.
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et al., 2020) under plane strain conditions to obtain values of 2680 and 1361m/s, respec-165

tively, with an error of 10 m/s. These values yield a Rayleigh velocity of 1255±10m/s.166

The density of PMMA was measured to be 1170± 10kgm−3, and the Poisson ratio is167

0.3300±0.0007. PMMA (Read et al., n.d.) is viscoelastic, with a dynamic Young’s mod-168

ulus of 5.75± 0.15GPa and a static value of 3.62± 0.3GPa.169

Loading system: The upper block was clamped at its upper edge and was pressed to the170

bottom block with a normal force FN in the y direction with a mean normal stress of171

4.5 MPa (Fig 1a). FN was held constant throughout all experiments. The bottom block172

was mounted on a low-friction sliding stage, which was quasistatically loaded in the −x173

direction by applying a shear force, FS , to produce stick-slip sequences, in which spon-174

taneous rupture events nucleated near the x=0 edge and propagated in the x direction.175

Applied forces, FN and FS , were measured by application of these forces in series with176

load cells having accuracies better than 1Nt.177

Real contact area measurements: We used a high-power blue LED (CBT-120) to illumi-178

nate the entire interface at an incident angle ( 70◦) that was well beyond the total in-179

ternal reflection angle (41.8◦) between PMMA and air. In this way, light only passes through180

contact points, and therefore the intensity of transmitted light is roughly proportional181

to the real contact area at each point (Rubinstein et al., 2004). To visualize the entire182

interface, we utilized a fast camera (Phantom V710) whose 1280×8 frames were mapped183

to pixels of size 165× 688µm in the x and z directions, respectively. The real contact184

area, A(x, z, t), was, by this method, continuously measured at a rate of ∼580000 fps,185

enabling us to track the propagation of fast rupture fronts over the entire interface by186

visualizing the changes of A(x, z, t). Rupture visualization was accomplished by normal-187

izing each spatial point by its value, A0(x, z), long before the event started; A(x, z, t)/A0(x, z)188

(Fig. 1c). The non-normalized (raw) measurement, A0(x, z, t), is a map of the local dis-189

tribution of contacts, or the local ‘topography’ (Fig. 1b). 1D dynamics, A(x, t)/A0(x)190

was followed by averaging over the interface width, in the z axis (Fig. 1d). Normaliza-191

tion of A(x, z, t) is necessary since the changes in A surrounding the rupture nucleation192

process are quite small (in general below ∼ 2%), so, without such normalization, are ef-193

fectively masked by the underlying topography.194

Construction of a local barrier to rupture propagation: A barrier to rupture propagation195

is introduced at specific locations along the interface by locally increasing the fracture196

energy. This is achieved by painting the interface with a permanent marker (Staedtler;197

size M). The (blue) marker used was transparent to the incident (blue) light used to mea-198

sure A(x, z, t). The marker increased (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021) the local fracture199

energy by about a factor of 5. This was sufficient to arrest rapid spontaneously prop-200

agating ruptures that encountered it, as, locally, the energy flux to the rupture front was201

insufficient to overcome the increased fracture energy (Bayart et al., 2016). In the ex-202

periments presented here, we created barriers of widths 1-4 mm. After each experimen-203

tal sequence, the barrier was removed by cleaning with isopropanol, and, generally, drawn204

at a new location. While the increase in the fracture energy due to the marker can be205

measured, the precise mechanism for this increase is still unknown. In general, markers206

are composed of minute dye particles that are chemically linked to the PMMA. They are207

also immersed in a solvent that dries after application. Under the huge pressures sur-208

rounding any surface contacts, it is difficult to say whether the increase in fracture en-209

ergy is due to slight adhesion, due to the linker molecules, a granular (gouge-like) effect210

due to friction of the particles or a softening of the PMMA in a sub-micron layer below211

the interface resulting from the solvent.212

Induced stress by rupture arrest: Ruptures, which initiated spontaneously at the sam-213

ple edge (x = 0), immediately arrested, upon their arrival at a barrier. From their ve-214

locity immediately preceding arrest, varr, one can extract the static stress intensity fac-215

tor, KS = K(v = 0), of the arrested crack as follows. We used the ruptures’ equation216

of motion immediately prior to arrest, as described by LEFM (Freund, 1998; Svetlizky,217
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Kammer, et al., 2017):218

Γ = Gs · g(varr) = K2
S · (1− ν2)/E · g(varr) (1)

where g(v) is a known dynamic function (Freund, 1998), E and ν are, respectively, the219

dynamic Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio, and Gs is the static energy release rate.220

It is important to note that g(v) is a monotonically decreasing function of v such that221

g(0) = 1 and 1 ≥ g(v) > 0. The value of the fracture energy outside the barrier, Γ,222

was measured to be 1 J/m2, for our experimental conditions (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014;223

Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021). Eq. 1 enabled us to determine the static stress intensity224

factor, KS . The static stress intensity factor, KS , was determined by using Eq. 1, while225

inputting both the measured values of Γ and varr to provide us with the value of g(varr).226

The resulting stress field ahead of the arrested crack is therefore:227

∆σxy(varr, x) = KS · (2πx)−1/2 =
√

EΓ/(1− ν2) · g(varr)−1/2 · (2πx)−1/2. (2)

In Eq. 2, the predicted stress field is ∆σxy = σxy−σres
xy , where σres

xy is the residual shear228

stress value that remains after the passage of a rupture (Bayart et al., 2016). We define229

the induced stress at the nucleation point as σind = ∆σxy(r
∗), where r∗ is the distance230

between the arrest and nucleation locations, xnuc.231
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Figure 2. Validation of induced stress calculation. (a) Schematic description of the induced

stress field, σind, resulting from ruptures arrested at a barrier. The singular stress field induced

by an arrested rupture, σind = ∆σxy(r
∗), was calculated using Eq. 2 using its velocity, varr, upon

arrival at the barrier. This enables calculation of the stress at the nucleation point (star) located

a distance r∗ from the point of arrest. (b) Comparison of the calculated stress changes ∆σxy(v)

(dashed line) induced by a moving and arrested rupture to stresses obtained via strain measure-

ments at 3 locations, xsg, along and above the interface relative to the instantaneous rupture

tip locations, xtip (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014; Freund, 1998). Vertical lines: distances between

SG locations, xsg, and rupture arrest point. Note that the measurements appearing beyond the

vertical lines are stresses measured prior to the rupture arrest at the barrier.

While stresses could not be directly measured on the interface (the strain gages could232

only be mounted 3mm away from the interface), the values of the induced stresses pre-233
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dicted by Eq. 2 were verified by direct measurements of the stress changes, during rup-234

ture propagation and upon rupture arrest, at strain gages located, slightly above the in-235

terface, at locations x > xnuc. Comparison of the measured σxy at the first three strain236

gages located beyond the barrier with the computed induced stress from the rupture tip237

is presented in Figs. 2a,b. The agreement between measured and computed values is ex-238

cellent, and justifies our use of the computed values to obtain σind.239

Nucleation Experiments240

A typical sequence of stick-slip events is shown in Fig. 3b in which a barrier was241

imposed at the point x = 100mm. In each event, spontaneous rupture fronts nucleated242

near the sample edge at x = 0 and propagated in the x direction until reaching the bar-243

rier created by the application of our marker. In the experiments considered, rupture fronts244

instantaneously arrested upon arrival at the barrier. This behavior is predicted by LEFM245

(Freund, 1998; Bayart et al., 2016) when the fracture energy of the barrier is higher than246

the value of the energy release rate of the incoming rupture, G(v), for all values of 0 ≤247

v < varr. In particular, at arrest (see Eq. 1) the static energy release rate, Gs = Γ/g(varr),248

is insufficient to overcome the fracture energy of the barrier, Γbarrier.249
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Figure 3. Nucleation Experiments. (a) Rupture arrest occurred when a rupture encountered

a high fracture energy ‘barrier’, here imposed at location x = 100mm. Shown are the propagation

and arrest of 5 spontaneous ruptures chosen from within a single stick-slip sequence. For events

I, II, IV, and V, a nucleation event spontaneously initiated at the far side of the barrier (gray

rectangle). Indicated are the velocities of the spontaneous ruptures prior to arrest, varr, and the

respective timescales, τ , of the resulting nucleation process. Note that in event III, no secondary

nucleation was observed. (b) The (typical) stick-slip sequence in which the events in (a) occurred.

Each stress drop corresponds to a single rupture event. Noted are the events presented in (a). (c)

The relation between the nucleation timescales, τ , and the velocities of the arrested crack, varr,

of the full stick-slip sequence. Faster arrested cracks result in shorter nucleation processes.

Examples of rupture arrest and consequent nucleation events are presented in Fig.250

3a for different values of varr. Each abrupt rupture arrest produces shear waves of suf-251

ficiently high amplitude to create a slight amount of damage as they propagated beyond252

the barriers and along the interface. This damage rendered them visible in the contact253

area measurements, as they generated ∼ 1% reductions of A(x, z, t) with their passage254
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(Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021). When this ‘damage’ is sufficiently large, these shear waves255

trigger the nucleation of a new rupture front near the far edge of the barrier. We believe256

that this damage results from the detachment of the weakest contacts in the region of257

high shear stress, near the barrier’s far edge, created by the stress singularity of the ar-258

rested crack. A full discussion of this initial damage is found in (Gvirtzman & Fineberg,259

2021). The nucleation onset is defined by the time elapsed after this shear wave passed260

xnuc, where x = xnuc is the nucleation location (see Fig. 2). This onset time is used261

to determine the duration, τ , of the nucleation phase.262

We define the timescale, τ , as the elapsed time between the nucleation onset and263

the onset of a dynamic rupture triggered by the nucleation process (see Fig. 3a). τ is264

indicative of the duration time of the nucleation process and, as shown in Fig. 3c, is a265

continuous, monotonically decreasing function of varr.266

If nucleation occurs, it will be driven by the induced stress that is produced by the267

arrested rupture, ∆σxy(varr, x), that is described by Eq. 2. Knowledge of ∆σxy(varr, x)268

enables us to quantify the resulting stress increase at the nucleation site, σind ≡ ∆σxy(varr, xnuc).269

In this way we are able to study the nucleation process with a known ‘nucleation stress’270

and clear ‘nucleation onset time’.271

In Fig. 4a we present the dependence of τ with σind for a typical experiment. The272

approximate proportionality for this event, τ−1 ∝ σind, is typical (Gvirtzman & Fineberg,273

2021). For each sequence of ruptures having the same nucleation point, a well defined274

σind = σthresh threshold exists. Below σthresh, rupture nucleation will not take place275

beyond the barrier (e.g. event III in Fig. 3a). The value of σthresh together with the pro-276

portionality constant relating τ−1 to σind will change between different sets of experi-277

ments. Both depend on the selected location of the barrier within the interface (Gvirtzman278

& Fineberg, 2021). Currently, we do not know how to properly express this relation in279

dimensionless form.280

Results281

Nucleation Evolution282

When a nucleation event takes place, a nucleation patch will start to slowly expand.283

The nucleation patch’s center, xnuc, is located within the damaged region created by the284

shear wave launched with each arrest event. As shown in the sequence of contact area285

measurements presented in Fig. 4b, nucleation patch expansion is a 2D phenomenon;286

the patch simultaneously expands (at about the same velocity) in both the x and z di-287

rections within the xz interface plane. When normalizing A(x, z, t) to study rupture nu-288

cleation, contact area normalization was performed using A(x, z, t0), for t0 immediately289

after the initial shear wave passage. We denote contact area measurements that are nor-290

malized in this way by Ã(x, z).291

As in the example presented in Fig. 4b, the edge of the nucleation patch expands292

via a slow and nearly constant velocity, vnuc. We characterize the size of the patch, L(t),293

by the distance from its edge to xnuc along the x direction (see Fig. 4b - lower panel).294

In terms of ξ(t), defined by (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021) as the distance of the edge295

of the nucleation patch from the barrier edge, L(t)+r∗ = ξ(t)+δ, where δ is the bar-296

rier width (see Fig. 1a). Here, we choose to use the more natural quantity, L(t), to de-297

scribe nucleation patch extension and dynamics.298

Nucleation front propagation velocities, vnuc, are extremely slow. These velocities299

are typically 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the velocities of the dynamic ruptures300

that they excite. Moreover, vnuc are constant for each nucleation event. Nucleation patches301

do not accelerate as they propagate, in strong contrast to typical dynamic ruptures. The302

value of vnuc is determined by σind. Moreover, Fig 4c demonstrates that beyond loca-303
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Figure 4. Slow expansion during the nucleation stage. (a) The inverse timescale of nucle-

ation, 1/τ , as a function of the induced stress σind = ∆σxy(r
∗) at the nucleation point, xnuc

(as denoted in Fig. 2a). Open points: nucleation events from the same stick-slip sequence. The

intercept with the x axis reveals a finite stress threshold, σthresh, below which nucleation does

not occur (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021). σthresh is determined by linearly extrapolating values

of σind(vnuc) to the point where vnuc = 0. Red point: an event where no nucleation occurred.

(b) Measurements of Ã(x, z, t) show how nucleation patches slowly expand in both x and z. We

use L(t) to characterize the 1D length of the nucleation patch in x. Time is normalized by τ of

this event. The patch edge propagates with a slow and constant velocity, vnuc, and the transition

at t = τ is defined by the onset of the patch’s acceleration at length Ltran ≡ L(t = τ). Inset:

Enlargement of the region denoted by the dashed square on the main figure. Bottom: 2D snap-

shots of the nucleation expansion. L(t) is defined as the distance from the edge of the patch to

the nucleation point. (c) vnuc as a function of σind for 3 sequences of stick slip experiments. In

each sequence the the barrier was placed at a different location along the interface, producing

nucleation in different topographic areas. Every point corresponds to a single nucleation event

and each color represents a different sequence. Each sequence is characterized by a different

value of the stress threshold, σthresh. While in all sequences vnuc ∝ σind − σthresh, suggesting a

non-inertial process, the constant of proportionality as well as σthresh vary significantly with the

nucleation location. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
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Figure 5. Self similar evolution. (a) The expansion in x, L(t), of 3 different representa-

tive nucleation events from the stick-slip sequence presented in Fig. 3. Dashed lines denote the

timescale, τ , of each event; indices correspond to labeled events in Fig. 3. When time is scaled by

τ , all of the over 20 events in Fig. 3 collapse onto a single curve (here, only 3 are shown explic-

itly). Note that the collapse is valid only for t < τ , during the nucleation phase. After reaching

the transition point, Ltran, the dynamics will vary according to LEFM. (b)Snapshots of Ã(x, z, t)

within the nucleation region, showing the 2D self-similarity in the xz plane for the same events.

When scaled by their respective values of τ , the geometric expansions of all events are nearly

identical.

tion dependent thresholds, σthresh, vnuc linearly depend on σind for sets of experiments304

performed under varying conditions and barrier locations. Such linear behavior suggests305

a non-inertial process.306

LEFM predicts that a rupture should be stable below the Griffith length, LG (Freund,307

1998). Moreover, beyond LG, for the stress conditions within nucleation regions, LEFM308

would predict that a rupture should rapidly accelerate to nearly sonic velocities, as de-309

scribed by (Freund, 1998). We find that the slow and constant evolution characterized310

by vnuc continues until L(t) reaches a critical length, Ltran (see Fig. 4b). For L(t) >311

Ltran nucleation patches accelerate sharply, exhibiting the dynamic behavior expected312

by LEFM. Beyond Ltran rupture fronts therefore enter the dynamic rupture regime (Latour313

et al., 2013). As demonstrated by (Svetlizky, Kammer, et al., 2017), the rapid acceler-314

ation that takes place when t > τ (L > Ltran), as well as the subsequent rupture mo-315

tion, beyond possibly a short transition region, is wholly described by fracture mechan-316

ics.317

We therefore identify Ltran with LG. The nucleation time, τ , corresponds to the318

time when L(t) = Ltran. Moreover, the 3-5mm size of Ltran corresponds well (see Dis-319

cussion section) to the calculated values of LG for these conditions, as shown in (Gvirtzman320

& Fineberg, 2021).321

Self Similarity of Nucleation Patches322

For each sequence of rupture events, as we saw in Fig. 4a, the nucleation time, τ ,323

is determined by the shear stress σind at the nucleation location. Surprisingly, for each324

given sequence, both the nucleation patch dynamics and patch shapes are self-similar,325

when t is scaled by τ . A typical example is presented in Fig. 5, where 3 representative326
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Figure 6. Different nucleation sites provide different 2D evolution. Nucleation patch dynam-

ics at two different locations, xnuc, selected within the interface. In both cases, the nucleation

dynamics were self-similar as in Fig. 5. Each row is representative of a single sequence of events,

where each column shows a snapshot of the 2D nucleation patch at a different stage of the nor-

malized time, t/τ . The location of the barrier in each event is presented schematically at the left.

nucleation events with very different timescales, τ , are considered. Compared are the dy-327

namics of both L(t) and the entire 2D nucleation patch for these events. As a function328

of t/τ , the nucleation dynamics of all 3 events are nearly identical, until the dynamic rup-329

ture takes place, at Ltran. As values of Ltran are quite similar for each nucleation, we330

have vnuc ≈ Ltran/τ .331

Note that the self-similarity demonstrated in Fig. 5 takes place solely throughout332

the nucleation phase, before reaching the critical point at Ltran (t = τ). Beyond this333

point, rupture propagation takes place according to fracture mechanics. In general, rup-334

ture evolution is quite different for different events, as seen when comparing event c in335

Fig. 5a, for t > τ , with the other events.336

Although nucleation events are self-similar, the specific details of their evolution337

depend on the local conditions at the site of nucleation. Fig. 6 demonstrates the vari-338

ation of the 2D shapes and expansion rates when comparing different stick-slip sequences339

that nucleated at different locations within the interface. For each sequence, we chose340

the nucleation location by placing the barrier at different positions along the interface.341

Although each sequence was, itself, self-similar, the variation of the local conditions at342

each barrier gave rise to different nucleation patch shapes, nucleation velocities, σind de-343

pendence and nucleation site locations relative to each barrier.344

The Influence of Nucleation site Topography345

A(x, t), when not normalized, provides us with a measure of the interface ‘topog-346

raphy’, as shown in Fig. 1b. These non-normalized intensity values of the 2D surface347

measure the absolute amount of light transmitted through the interface that reflects the348

total area of the micro-contacts encompassed within each (x, z) pixel of our camera (Rubinstein349

et al., 2004). While interface topography of newly established interfaces can vary sig-350

nificantly with each rupture event (Morad et al., 2022), mature interfaces can stabilize351

their topography (Sagy et al., 2007). Indeed, throughout stick-slip sequences consisting352

of numerous rupture events, we find that the topography of the interface does not qual-353

itatively change. As Fig. 7 shows, the passage of rupture fronts leaves the qualitative354

character of the interface topography intact. The rupture fronts, of course, do cause quan-355

titative variations of A(x, z, t), but the overall topological features (peaks, valleys, ridges)356

are retained by the interface. The small section described in Fig. 7 is wholly represen-357

tative. Even in this single example, the different rupture events that sequentially tra-358

verse this section are wholly different in character. These events range from precursory359
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events, where the interface only partially ruptures (Rubinstein et al., 2007) to highly en-360

ergetic events (e.g. the 4th panel in Fig. 7b) in which the overall changes in < A > of361

this patch and the stress release (FS/FN ) precipitated by a rupture were quite large.362
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Figure 7. Overall surface topography is largely retained throughout rupture events. The

overall surface topography does not change despite numerous rupture fronts that traverse the in-

terface. Shown is the evolution of the topographical map of a nucleation region, whose dynamics

are described in the lower panel of Fig. 6. The interface topography remained largely invariant

throughout numerous stick-slip sequences. (a) (left) A typical stick-slip sequence consisting of

27 full and partial events. Compared are, ⟨A⟩, the mean values of the non-normalized contact

area (red) of the typical section of the interface presented in (b) (units are arbitrary, but constant

throughout the sequence) and the respective values of the applied stress ratio (blue) FS/FN . By

both measures, the magnitudes of the different events in the sequence vary considerably. The

events include system-wide as well as partial rupture (Rubinstein et al., 2007) events. (right) The

corresponding contact area drops, ∆A, as a function of the peak stress drops, ∆σxy, measured by

the strain gage closest to the contact area measurements. (b) Snapshots of the non-normalized

real area of contact in the section of the interface, whose mean values were quantified in (a). Col-

ors represent the intensity of light that is transferred through each pixel, color coded from 0 to

100. The color codes describe the relative area of the asperities within each pixel that are making

contact. Each pixel encompasses an area of 165 × 688µm. As single contacts are approximately

5 × 5µm, each pixel contains over 1000 contacts. Therefore, a value of 50 roughly tells us that

50% of the asperities within a given pixel are in contact relative to the areas of maximal contact

(100). These statistics don’t significantly depend of the value of the light threshold used. As the

light intensity corresponds to the total area of the contacts within each pixel, this picture pro-

vides us the ‘topography’ of the real contact area, A(x, z, t). The different panels correspond to

the times noted by the dashed lines in (a). Despite the numerous rupture events that traversed

this section, the topography has not qualitatively changed, although the overall quantitative dif-

ferences are evident in ⟨A⟩. Some qualitative changes do occur, however, as noted by the section

circled in red, which largely disappeared over the rupture sequence.

The invariance of the overall topology over long sequences of ruptures is, perhaps,363

surprising to one who would expect a large event to ‘reset’ the contact area. This ob-364

servation is, however, consistent with predictions (Tabor, 1977) as well as recent exper-365
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Figure 8. Local Topography guides 2D Evolution. Each column presents a snapshot during

the expansion of a nucleation patch. At each stage, the top panel presents the normalized pic-

ture, Ã(x, z), where colors corresponds to changes from the initial contact area, while the bottom

panel presents the non-normalized intensity measurement, A0(x, z), where colors correspond to

the absolute amount of contacts at this point, or the local ‘toughness’. Dashed curves represent

the edge of the nucleation patch on both panels. Weak (tough) points are denoted by an orange

(red) arrows, respectively.

imental (Chen et al., 2020) and numerical (Pham-Ba et al., 2020) observations that sug-366

gest that the contact surface remains invariant when the slope of typical asperities be-367

comes sufficiently small. These observations are also consistent with the numerous ob-368

servations of ‘repeating’ earthquakes within natural faults whose seismic signatures are369

fairly repetitive (Sammis & Rice, 2001).370

Despite the overall approximate invariance of A(x, z, t), some contact area features371

indeed change as more and more rupture fronts traverse them. For example, in Fig. 7b,372

the encircled high spot connecting the two high ‘ridges’ in A(x, z, t) was largely erased373

by the 27 successive ruptures that passed through the section presented. Such relatively374

‘small’ changes in local barrier topography can precipitate very large effects, such as pos-375

sibly observed in the Tohoku 2011 earthquake in which a pre-existing barrier was appar-376

ently broached (Scholz, 2014).377

Let us now consider the effect of the topography of the contact area near a given378

barrier. The nucleation site’s influence on dynamics comes to play through the local dis-379

tribution of contacts - the local ’topography’. We can take advantage of our raw mea-380

surement of light passing through the interface to obtain a picture of this topography.381

A typical example of how topography influences nucleation front dynamics is presented382

in Fig. 8. In the figure we compare the topographical map of the nucleation area to the383

path selected by a nucleation front at different moments in time, in the region of the bar-384

rier imposed at 50mm (the event described in the upper panels of Fig. 6). Here we fol-385

low the evolution of a nucleation patch in the normalized and non-normalized represen-386

tations of the contact area where, in the latter, we sketch the nucleation patch bound-387

aries at each instant. There are two factors that influence the selection of the nucleation388

point. (1) The proximity to the barrier is important; the closer to the barrier, the higher389

the magnitude of the induced stress field, σind, generated by the arrested crack location390

(see Fig. 2a). (2) An additional key factor for selection of the nucleation location is the391

local topography; the lower the contact area (weaker the location) the easier it will be392

to initiate rupture. We see the influence of both of these factors in the example presented393
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in Fig. 8. The initiation of the patch (denoted by an orange arrow) is, indeed, located394

at one of the weakest points in the near vicinity of the barrier.395

Once nucleation takes place, we find that the local topography will serve to guide396

the path and geometry of the nucleation front. As Fig. 8 demonstrates, local ‘tough’ points397

- hotter colors - indeed influence the nucleation evolution. A ridge of tough points (red398

arrows) seems to both guide the nucleation front and ‘delay’ its 2D expansion. These399

rather small heterogeneities have a large impact on the dynamics of the very slow nu-400

cleation fronts; after overcoming the tough points, patches will often ‘jump’. On the other401

hand, local toughness variations along the interface will generally not influence the prop-402

agation of a fast crack. At the onset of propagation, we expect that the physical hetero-403

geneity of the surface itself will have a much larger influence on guiding a crack front than,404

for example, the heterogeneity of the stress field (Ripperger et al., 2007). The reason for405

this expectation is that the fracture energy (contact strength) is a local quantity. At each406

location, a rupture front must ‘compare’ the energy flux into its tip (an integral quan-407

tity) with the fracture energy, a local one. Whereas local strengths can fluctuate widely,408

as the map in Fig. 8 suggests, the energy flux is determined by the mean values of the409

surrounding fields. The energy flux is, therefore, a smooth function of the position and410

is not heavily influenced by small-scale fluctuations of the stress field.411

We also find that, once the nucleation front expands over the entire span of the in-412

terface, its dynamics are significantly affected (Fukuyama et al., 2018; McLaskey, 2019;413

Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021), and it will generally increase its propagation speed.414

The buildup of the cohesive zone415

As the nucleation patch expands beyond the critical point, Ltran, it undergoes a416

rapid acceleration and propagates rapidly according to fracture mechanics (Svetlizky, Kam-417

mer, et al., 2017). Cracks are, in LEFM, considered to be singular objects whose tip is418

described by putatively singular stress fields, σi,j ∝ K/r1/2. Nature, however, will not419

countenance mathematically singular fields and real cracks are more complex objects.420

In particular, the singular fields at their tips must be regularized or ‘blunted’. The re-421

gion in which rupture-tip singularities are blunted is generally called a ‘cohesive zone’422

(Freund, 1998; K. Bertram Broberg, 1999). This region bridges the gap between the (ap-423

proximately constant) shear stresses along the interfaces at the tail of a rupture and the424

approximate singularity at its tip, and essentially describes the region in which the frac-425

ture process is taking place at the rupture tip. Only recently (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014;426

Berman et al., 2020) has this rather elusive region been experimentally observed for a427

dynamic rupture, in cases of ‘fully developed’ frictional ruptures.428

The cohesive zone, however, needs to be formed by a crack. In fully developed cracks,429

the form and scale of this region are dependent on the propagation velocity (Freund, 1998;430

K. Bertram Broberg, 1999), but for frictional cracks (for the conditions in these exper-431

iments) the extent of the cohesive zone of relatively slow cracks has been shown to ex-432

tend over a few mm (Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014; Berman et al., 2020) in the vicinity433

of the rupture tip. At t = τ , the size of the nucleation patch is at this scale. The co-434

hesive zone, however, is not necessarily fully developed.435

We now are in a position to study how the cohesive zone development takes place,436

by monitoring the development of A(x, t) for t > τ . Prior studies have shown (Svetlizky437

& Fineberg, 2014) that the near-tip shape of A(x, t) is a way to experimentally charac-438

terize the cohesive zone, as this is precisely the region in which a propagating rupture439

transforms the initially intact interface (Ã = 1) to one in which the contact area is both440

reduced and conceivably weakened. This region is where contact ‘fracture’ is taking place.441

The reduction of A at a rupture tip is a weak function of the propagation velocity (Svetlizky,442

Bayart, et al., 2017). For the slowest rupture velocities, (Svetlizky, Bayart, et al., 2017)443

found that Ã ≈ 0.9 behind the rupture tip, yielding ∆A ≡ (A − Ares)/A0 > 0.1,444
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where Ares is the residual contact area of a fully developed rupture front. Rupture prop-445

agation velocity, moreover, influences more than simply the magnitude of the drop in the446

contact area. For example, recent studies of frictional ruptures (Berman et al., 2020) in447

these materials have revealed that the cohesive zone structure, in fact, also changes dra-448

matically with the propagation velocity.449
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Figure 9. Cohesive zone growth: from nucleation to propagation. (a) Spatio-temporal pic-

ture of the evolution in x (integrated over z) of A(x, t)/A0 throughout the transition from the

nucleation stage to dynamic rupture. (b) Profiles of the 1D normalized contact area, Ã(x− xnuc),

from the data presented in (a) for t ≥ τ . The time of each profile is denoted by the bars on the

right edge of (a); plot colors correspond to respective bar colors. The profile at t = τ is marked

in black. Rupture lengths, L(t), are defined with respect to xnuc, and ∆A is defined as the max-

imum drop in contact area within the tail of the rupture front. (c) ∆A as a function of L(t), for

3 different events from the same stick-slip sequence, where t ≥ τ . Red symbols correspond to the

event presented in (a,b). (d) ∆A as a function of rupture front velocities, cf = L̇, in a semilog

representation. Black symbols denote the contact area drop of all spontaneous fully developed

rupture fronts belonging to this sequence, prior to their arrest at the barrier. The dashed line is a

guide for the eye. The logarithmic dependence of the values of ∆A(cf ) was previously described

in (Svetlizky, Bayart, et al., 2017). Full circles in (c-d) denote the propagation stage prior to the

final jump to fully developed values of ∆A.

In Fig. 9 we present the evolution of ∆A as a function of the distance, x−xnuc,450

at times beyond t = τ . Fig. 9 demonstrates that at the onset of dynamic rupture ∆A ≈451

0.05, and has not yet reached its fully developed value. As the rupture progresses and452

accelerates, ∆A increases until, only at x − xnuc ∼ 20mm does ∆A attain the value453

compatible with a fully developed rupture front. It is interesting that the growth of ∆A454

is not ‘continuous’. For each of the 3 examples described in Figs. 9c,d, ∆A undergoes455

a nearly discontinuous ‘jump’ to its steady-state value as seen in Fig. 9d; after τ , ∆A456

grows continuously from ≈ 0.05 to ∆A ≈ 0.075 − 0.09 before making a rapid ‘jump’457

to its fully developed value. The ∆A values for a fully developed ruptures were deter-458

mined from the rupture fronts prior to their arrest at the barriers (black symbols in Fig.459

9d), which correspond to the measurements of (Svetlizky, Bayart, et al., 2017). In sum-460

mary, we find that the full development of the cohesive zone does not take place within461
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the nucleation stage. During the slow evolution of the nucleation patch ∆A grows to a462

value of ∼ 0.05. After the transition at t = τ , ∆A continues to develop until reach-463

ing its velocity dependent value for a fully developed rupture front.464

Discussion465

Here, we have focused on characterizing the nucleation process, which, in contrast466

to dynamic rupture, is not a process that is described in our current understanding of467

fracture mechanics. To achieve this, we have utilized our knowledge of fracture mechan-468

ics to establish well-defined conditions that enable a detailed study of rupture nucleation;469

we used ‘artificially’ arrested ruptures to provide quantitative characterizations of both470

the location and conditions for which nucleation takes place.471

This technique for generating nucleation events can, essentially, be considered a demon-472

stration of ‘remote triggering’ of earthquakes.473

As shown in (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021), arrested ruptures generate a wave prop-474

agating at approximately the shear wave speed, CS , that slightly reduces A(x, z, t) along475

its path. This slight damage creates a well-defined starting point in time for nucleation.476

We surmise that these processes are similar to remote triggering processes that are some-477

times observed upon the arrest of large natural earthquakes (Brodsky & van der Elst,478

2014). This mechanism may also be involved in the excitation of aftershocks in the close479

vicinity of an arrested earthquake.480

Despite this ‘dynamic’ triggering of nucleation, we believe that the ensuing nucle-481

ation dynamics are actually quite general. As shown in Fig. 4b, stresses at the nucle-482

ation site must surpass a location-dependent threshold value. In the work described here,483

we have ‘artificially’ created these conditions, where the high stress induced by an ar-484

rested rupture on one side of the barrier generated a high-stress region beyond the bar-485

rier’s other side.486

By this method, we have demonstrated that the process of nucleation is a well-defined487

continuum process whose dynamics are qualitatively similar at each barrier location. In488

particular:489

• The nucleation process is the vehicle that will create an initial rupture – bring-490

ing the initial nucleation patch to a size (corresponding to the Griffith length) at491

which a frictional system loses stability to dynamic fracture.492

• All nucleation patches observed have a distinct 2D character. Nucleation fronts493

are well-defined entities that propagate at velocities, vnuc that are 2-3 orders of494

magnitude below typical rupture velocities. The values of vnuc are determined by495

the shear stress values, σind, surrounding the nucleation location. Below a thresh-496

old value for σind nucleation can not take place.497

• For nucleation to occur, we require a combination of a high stress concentration498

and a locally weak region.499

• While nucleation is a continuum process, heterogeneity along an interface (of ei-500

ther stresses, local values of the fracture energy, or even prior rupture history) will501

be a deciding factor in where, when and in what form nucleation will take place.Thus,502

local topography highly influences the details of the progression of nucleation patches503

(Fryer, B., Giorgetti, C., Passelègue et al., 2022).504

• Self-similar evolution of nucleation patches will only be evident so long as the im-505

portant topographical features at nucleation site remains invariant. We have shown506

that, in the ‘mature faults’ described in these experiments, the interface topog-507

raphy indeed remains approximately invariant - despite numerous rupture fronts508

that traverse a given area.509
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Relation to previous work510

The nucleation process described here is, essentially, a quantitative extension of Ohnaka’s511

description (Ohnaka & Shen, 1999) of rupture nucleation. One difference is, perhaps, that512

we have clearly shown that there are two distinctly different processes that describe fric-513

tional ruptures; a distinct nucleation phase that couples to the phase of rapid rupture514

that is described by fracture mechanics. These observations complement and expand the515

observations of Latour (Latour et al., 2013) , Gori et al (Gori et al., 2021), and McLaskey516

(McLaskey, 2019; Cebry & McLaskey, 2021).517

Rupture nucleation, of course, can also be initiated by means other than those used518

here, for example by fluid injection. Fluid injection both locally decreases the normal519

pressure, thereby weakening the interface, as well as increases the background shear stress,520

as in our experiments. The effects of nucleation via fluid injection can be seen in the en-521

hanced seismic activity in locations where hydrofracture is implemented (Schultz et al.,522

2020). Nucleation by fluid injection has also been studied in recent experiments (Cebry523

& McLaskey, 2021; Gori et al., 2021) whose qualitative observations were, in many re-524

spects, very similar to the nucleation process demonstrated here. Fluid injection created525

slow nucleation patches that expanded well beyond the region that the injected fluid could526

reach, suggesting that the stresses created by the injection process dominate the expan-527

sion. Slow patch expansion took place until patches reached lengths (we surmise the Grif-528

fith length) where rapid dynamic ruptures were triggered. From this point, ruptures ac-529

celerated and propagated at dynamic velocities.530

The retention of local topography531

The retention of the local topography in our experiments (e.g. Fig. 7 ) may ap-532

pear rather surprising; one could expect that significant sliding along the interface that533

takes place in multiple successive events should crush or at least largely modify any sig-534

nificant topological features. Such topography retention will certainly not always take535

place. Recent experiments (Morad et al., 2022) have indeed demonstrated that ‘new’ in-536

terfaces, created by the controlled fracture of intact rock, evolve dramatically with slip.537

We might understand these apparent disparities in light of recent work (Pham-Ba et al.,538

2020) that has demonstrated the validity of the ‘Tabor parameter’ (Tabor, 1977) as a539

condition for contact rupture. Above a critical roughness, asperities will fracture and sur-540

faces will be ground down. Below this value faults are ‘mature’, plastic deformation of541

asperities is expected for which interface topography will be fairly well conserved. This542

situation had been previously noticed in early simulations (Ben-Zion & Rice, 1995) where543

repeatability of earthquakes was seen to be related to grid-size dependence. Further sup-544

port for this condition has also been recently observed in rock friction (Chen et al., 2020).545

The retention of interface topography should be a necessary condition for the numerous546

instances of repeating earthquakes that are routinely observed within natural faults (Sammis547

& Rice, 2001; Uchida & Bürgmann, 2019).548

Rupture beyond nucleation549

The strong dependence of the details of the nucleation process on the local topog-550

raphy is, we believe, due to the fact that nucleation is a threshold process; any pertur-551

bation of the conditions around the requisite threshold will have a strong influence. Once,552

however, the transition to dynamic fracture occurs, the influence of topography will lessen553

considerably.554

In dynamic fracture the ensemble dynamics do not react to individual asperities,555

but instead relate to a continuous mean (and mesoscopic) quantity that characterizes556

the fracture surface, the fracture energy. That said, sufficiently large heterogeneity at557
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large scales will influence fracture dynamics – this property was utilized here to cause558

the rupture arrests that triggered the subsequent nucleation process.559

We would like to add a few words regarding interface rupture as described by dy-560

namic fracture. When a frictional rupture propagates, it leaves in its wake a residual stress561

residual shear stress at each point, σres
xy (x). So long as σres

xy is not a strong function of562

the slip velocity (Roch et al., 2022; Barras et al., 2019, 2020), the description of rupture563

can be perfectly mapped to the fracture mechanical description for shear fracture (Palmer564

C. & Rice R., 1973). The stability of an initial ‘interface crack’ is determined by the in-565

stantaneous balance of energy; the global amount elastic energy within the entire sys-566

tem (above the shear stress level determined by σres
xy ) is balanced by the local dissipa-567

tion at the interface defined by the fracture energy. There is no ‘threshold value’ for the568

imposed elastic energy in a system. The greater the imposed shear stress beyond σres
xy569

prior to nucleation (or, equivalently, the larger the amount of existent elastic energy prior570

to rupture nucleation) the larger a rupture’s acceleration towards either the Rayleigh wave571

speed or beyond (Kammer & McLaskey, 2019; Passelègue et al., 2020), once nucleation572

takes place. Moreover, all of consequent rupture dynamics are described (Svetlizky, Kam-573

mer, et al., 2017; Kammer et al., 2018) by fracture mechanics. This picture has been val-574

idated by numerous experiments over the past decade (Ben-David, Cohen, & Fineberg,575

2010; Ben-David & Fineberg, 2011; Svetlizky, Kammer, et al., 2017; Passelègue et al.,576

2013; Wu & McLaskey, 2019; Xu et al., 2019; Passelègue et al., 2020; Rubino et al., 2017;577

Yamashita et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021).578

In general, this balance of energy enables dynamic ruptures to possess an energy579

‘buffer’ that they can draw on to overcome local barriers. This energy buffer comes at580

the expense of their propagation velocity. Depending on a rupture’s instantaneous prop-581

agation speed, the rupture can, to a point, increase the energy flux at its tip by slow-582

ing down, if required to overcome a fracture energy barrier. As ruptures approach CR,583

this dynamic energy buffer becomes huge. As Cf → CR, even the large barriers cre-584

ated here are easily overcome.585

This entire description of rupture dynamics is, however, contingent on an impor-586

tant condition; that an initial crack is in existence. Without an initial flaw (or crack)587

the singular focusing of energy to the rupture tip that enables the LEFM description can588

not take place. The fracture mechanics framework can not describe how this initial rup-589

ture is created. This framework can only describe its stability and ensuing dynamics as-590

suming that it exists. For this reason, the nucleation process is critical as, without it,591

an interface will always be stable to fracture - no matter what the level of initially im-592

posed energy in the system.593

In a sense, rupture nucleation is analogous to the conditions leading to a forest fire.594

Forest conditions must be sufficiently dry - the drier the forest the larger the potential595

for a large conflagration. Whether a forest fire will initiate or not at a given time, how-596

ever, depends on whether someone ‘lights a match’ (nucleation).597

The relation between Ltran and the Griffith length598

In the section entitled ‘Nucleation Evolution’ (Fig. 4 and 5) we demonstrated that599

nucleation patch growth is the vehicle that brings a frictional system a well-defined tran-600

sition length, Ltran after rapid rupture dynamics initiate. How does Ltran compare to601

the Griffith length, LG, the relevant scale for the nucleation of dynamic fracture? Gvirtz-602

man et al. (Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021) calculated LG, via energy balance, for the ge-603

ometric and stress conditions in these experiments. These calculations yielded values of604

3−5mm, in good agreement with our measurements of Ltran. The close agreement be-605

tween Ltran and LG indeed supports the idea that the nucleation process is indeed the606

vehicle that brings the system to LEFM-described dynamics. (The nucleation process607

in essence replaces the concept of a critical static friction coefficient).608
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In the literature there are two other, quite different, criteria for the stability of a609

frictional interface. Below, we demonstrate that each of these criteria predict values for610

Ltran that are much larger than the measured values.611

Let us first consider the calculated stability of a frictional interface separating two612

rigidly sliding bodies that are coupled by the friction law described by Rate and State613

friction. This calculation (Rice et al., 2001) yielded a critical nucleation length, at which614

the steady slide becomes unstable to be:615

LR/S
c = µDcπ/[(b− a) · σ0] (3)

In our experiments, the shear modulus and normal load are, respectively, µ = 2GPa616

and σ0 = 4.5MPa. The slip distance Dc ≈ 5µm was obtained from direct measure-617

ments of the cohesive zone size (Berman et al., 2020). Values of the coefficients a ≈ 0.008618

and b ≈ 0.015 for PMMA under our experimental conditions were measured separately619

(Ben-David, Rubinstein, & Fineberg, 2010; Baumberger & Caroli, 2006). Applying these620

values to Eq. 3 yields L
R/S
c ≈ 1m, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude larger than the mea-621

sured value of Ltran.622

Let us now consider the critical length for instability suggested by Uenishi and Rice623

(Uenishi & Rice, 2003; de Geus et al., 2019; Schär et al., 2021), which assumes a slip weak-624

ening friction law in the vicinity of a near-critical value of shear stress. Here, the esti-625

mated critical length was predicted to be:626

LUR
c = 1.158µDc/[σpeak − σres] (4)

where σpeak and σres are, respectively, the peak and residual stress values of a frictional627

interface. These can be related to the fracture energy, Γ, by means of the slip weaken-628

ing definition of Γ = 1
2 ·Dc ·[σpeak−σres]. Inputting the measured value of Γ = 1J/m2

629

(Svetlizky & Fineberg, 2014; Gvirtzman & Fineberg, 2021) and Dc ∼ 5µm (as above)630

into Eq.4 yields a value of LUR
c ≈ 3cm, which is about an order of magnitude larger631

than Ltran.632

What is ahead633

What are we still missing? Our fundamental understanding of rupture nucleation634

processes within frictional interfaces and earthquake dynamics is very much in its infancy.635

In this work, we have provided a first step, the empirical characterization of this crit-636

ical process. In particular, we have presented evidence that nucleation is not clearly re-637

lated to the standard fracture mechanics framework; nucleation is stress driven, occurs638

below LG, and is characterized by propagation velocities that are considerably below typ-639

ical rupture speeds. We currently lack a theoretical understanding and description of this640

important process. At present, we do not even possess the requisite insight to properly641

non-dimensionalize expressions such as vnuc ∝ σind. We believe that a theoretical de-642

scription of these processes should also be able to properly relate the mesoscopic scales643

(e.g. nucleation patch size and shape) to the microscopic topographical features of the644

interface in the nucleation region. These goals still remain as significant theoretical chal-645

lenges.646
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